EQUIPMENT FOR DAIRY OPERATIONS
Your dairy, your way.

The care and feeding of large herds of cattle is highly labor intensive. That’s why increasing numbers of dairy producers depend on highly productive, versatile John Deere wheel loaders, skid steer loaders, and compact track loaders (CTLs). At John Deere, our goal is simple: to provide you with exceptional productivity and uptime, while lowering daily operating costs. We listen and respond better than anyone in the industry, continually improving the quality of every machine we manufacture. Our customers are frequently invited to participate as part of Customer Advocate Groups (CAGs) that help develop future generations of Deere machines. And we know the agriculture business. Our product line is the most extensive in the industry, so you’ll also get the same benefits of productivity and uptime from our agricultural green machines. Plus we have a team of hard-working professionals, dedicated to making it easy for you to do business with John Deere and our dealers. So you can accomplish your objectives, your way.
A team of experienced finance specialists is available to understand your financial requirements and propose creative solutions structured to best meet your specific business needs.

Caring for dairy cattle requires an extensive range of equipment solutions. From compact equipment to wheel loaders, tractors, and beyond, John Deere delivers. Our construction, commercial worksite, and agricultural products provide thousands of ways to meet your equipment needs. No one in the industry comes close to matching this extensive world-class product offering.

John Deere dealers are fully committed to providing extraordinary product support, whatever requirements you may have. With more than 800 authorized locations worldwide, you can bet we have you covered.

John Deere and our extensive dealer network strive to ensure you get the right parts at the right time, supporting you through local dealers via 10 Parts Distribution Centers (PDCs) that provide same-day shipments. If a part is not in stock, our goal is to have 98 percent of all parts available no later than 8:00 am the following day. In the unlikely event the Deere PDC system does not have an item available, we will take extraordinary measures to get it — even if it means pulling something off the assembly line or expediting from a supplier.

John Deere wheel loaders are so tough that our StructurALL™ warranty gives you 10,000-hour, three-year coverage on major structures. Our flexible extended-warranty options allow you to more accurately budget for repair costs. You choose the level of coverage you want — flexible extended-warranty options allow you to more accurately budget for repair costs.
With big breakout forces, high dump clearances, and generous lift capabilities, John Deere wheel loaders are perfect for loading feed mixers, hauling pallets, moving hay bales, and many other tasks. When we set about designing our new K-Series Loaders, we got input from the best and brightest minds in the industry — owners and operators just like you. These next-generation loaders are full of customer-inspired enhancements. Like spacious, quiet cabs with unsurpassed visibility. Secured keyless start. Easy-to-read LCD diagnostic monitors with onboard diagnostics. And EPA Interim Tier 4 (IT4)/EU Stage IIIB diesels. You’ll continue to profit from advantages such as easy-to-clean Quad-Cool™ systems, smooth-as-silk Smart-Shift™ transmissions, and NeverGrease™ pin joints, to list just a few.

1. An enhanced multifunction LCD monitor displays operating, diagnostic, and maintenance info on a color LCD screen with easy-on-the-eyes clarity.

2. Quad-Cool places the radiator, air-conditioner condenser, intercooler, and hydraulic, transmission, and optional axle coolers in a unique boxed configuration that’s isolated from engine heat for increased efficiency and durability.

3. Choose from single-lever joystick or two-lever fingertip pilot-operated hydraulic controls. Joystick F-N-R selector provides convenient direction and full-range gear changes. Both include innovative Quick-Shift feature for push-button gear changes, one gear at a time.
Optional automatic differential lock engages as soon as a tire begins to slip. It’s ideal for inexperienced operators or applications requiring high traction, such as stockpiling silage.

Spacious and quiet cab boasts plenty of legroom and fatigue-beating ergonomics, including convenience features such as seat-mounted loader controls.

Responsive steering and full 80-degree articulation increase maneuverability in tight quarters, for faster cycle times and fewer three-point turns.

K-Series Loaders ride on a wide stance that provides additional lateral stability for handling heavy loads and working on rough terrain. Overall balance is exceptional.

Same-side ground-level service access makes the daily routine quick and easy. Enhanced onboard diagnostics and extended service intervals further maximize uptime.

Smart-Shift ensures that gear changes are smooth as silk, regardless of whether the bucket is empty or fully loaded.

Optional spin control boosts productivity by improving traction in troublesome material or underfoot conditions. Reduces tire wear, fuel costs, and operator fatigue, too.

PowerTech™ IT4/Stage IIIB diesels deliver impressive torque reserves that top out at a whopping 57 percent in the 624K. It’s a K-Series advantage that helps maintain good boom and bucket speed in and out of the pile even with heaped loads and in wet or hard-packed material.
Our skid steers and CTLs work until the cows come home. And beyond.

Loading feed mixers, scraping and bedding stalls, moving hay bales — a dairy producer’s work is never done. That’s why so many dairymen depend on versatile John Deere D-Series Skid Steers and Compact Track Loaders (CTLs). The end result of hundreds of hours of customer input, these compact yet highly capable farmhands are loaded with customer-inspired details. Like roomier operator stations and quieter pressurized cabs. And a variable-speed hydraulic-driven fan with reversing option to help keep coolers free from bedding dust or other debris. And with more than 100 attachments available, a D-Series Skid Steer can handle virtually any chore on your to-do list.
1. Hydraulic-driven variable-speed fan runs only as fast or frequently as needed to increase fuel efficiency, while decreasing noise and debris flow through the coolers. There’s also an exclusive fan option that reverses automatically every 20 minutes, or at the click of a switch, to clear core-clogging buildup.


3. With three different styles of available controls on D-Series models, you decide how the work gets done. Foot controls are standard. Or opt for hands-only levers or fatigue-beating electrohydraulic (EH) joysticks for low-effort fingertip control and smooth machine response.

4. Like their bigger D-Series siblings, the 313 and 315 Skid Steers and CT315 CTL deliver best-in-class stability, visibility, and serviceability. Lightweight, low cost, and surprisingly powerful, these highly capable compacts are the perfect size for working in confined areas. Easy to transport, too.

Pull-down padded lap bar provides quick, convenient operator restraint and comfortable arm support.

Optional solid-flex tires help you save time and money by eliminating flats — and the frustration and downtime that go with them.

With a noticeably larger entryway and all-glass curved door providing wide-open access, getting in and out of these skid steers has never been easier. The cab door can be opened with the boom off the ground, so you can get out and open a gate without needing to drop a bale or detach the manure scraper.

To help conserve fuel and prolong engine life, standard auto-idle reduces engine speed after the operator has vacated the seat. Full auto-idle (available with EH controls) slows the engine after five seconds of inactivity, and resumes preset engine speed with any movement of the joysticks.

Our machines are ready to start before the cows are, with backlit, glove-friendly switches that are easy to see in the early hours. And a convenient removable footwell makes it easy to clean the cab when the day is done.

All-new pressurized cab is 50-percent quieter. More spacious, too, with six more inches of headroom.

Industry-exclusive V-plenum design separates coolers in an innovative, 20-percent-more-efficient, V-shaped configuration. Eliminating stacked coolers helps prevent material packing.

Need to run to the other end of the farm to pick up a hay bale or load the feed mixer? Equip your skid steer with an optional two-speed transmission to speed things up.
Milk your machines for all they’re worth.

On a dairy farm, every day from dawn to dusk there are plenty of chores to do. With over 100 Worksite Pro™ attachments available, you’re sure to find the right tool to handle virtually any task imaginable. The universal self-cleaning Quik-Tatch™ lets you go from bucket to broom to pallet forks to whatever in no time flat.

Worksite Pro attachments for skid steers and CTLs — more than 100 models available

Receiver options:

- Ride control
- Worksite Pro couplers
- Automatic differential lock
- Embedded payload scale
- Powered cab pre-cleaner
- Heated mirrors

- High-Lift
- JDLink™
- General-purpose and excavating buckets
- Full-tire front and rear fenders and flaps
- Corrosion package
- Rear-axle disconnect

www.JohnDeere.com